Linear and non-linear sea-level variations in the Adriatic Sea from tide gauge records (1872-2012)
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ABSTRACT

We have analyzed tide gauge data from the Adriatic Sea in order to assess the secular sea-level trend, its acceleration and the existence of possible cyclic variation. Analyzing the sea-level stack of all Adriatic tide gauges, we have obtained a trend of $(1.25\pm0.04)\text{ mm yr}^{-1}$, in agreement with that observed for the last century in the Mediterranean Sea, and an acceleration that is negligible compared to the average global values. By means of the Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition technique, we have evidenced an energetic oscillation with a period of $\sim20$ years that we relate with the recurrence of opposite phases in the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation and North Atlantic Oscillation indices. We suggest that anomalously high sea-level values observed at all the Adriatic tide gauges during 2010 and 2011 can be explained by the rising phase of this 20 years cycle.

1. Introduction

Inter-annual sea-level variations are caused by several mechanisms. These include ocean mass variations, primarily related to the melting of present-day continental ice sheets and glaciers, and volume changes, mostly produced by thermo- and halosteric processes [see, e.g. Slangen et al. 2011]. Tide gauges simultaneously observe both components [Spada and Galassi 2012]; in addition, they are sensitive to the vertical land movements originated by the solid Earth response to changes in the ocean and ice loads, or caused by tectonic movements and anthropic land subsidence [Cazenave and Llovel 2010]. Furthermore, ocean-atmosphere oscillations are responsible for cyclic sea-level variations; at a global scale, these are primarily related to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO). Regional sea-level variability induced by interannual and interdecadal cycles can temporarily magnify or reduce the amplitude of long-term sea-level trend [Tsimpolis et al. 2013].

The Adriatic Sea is a semi-enclosed basins communicating with the Mediterranean through the Otranto Strait. It is bounded by Italy on its northern and western sides and by Croatia, Bosnia, Slovenia, Montenegro and Albania on the eastern side (see Figure 1). Sea-level variability across the Adriatic Sea is a key issue principally because of its low-lying sandy shorelines. Most of the coastal zones are located at an elevation only slightly above (or sometimes even below) mean sea-level. A possible impact of sea-level rise is further enhanced by the presence, particularly along the coasts of the northern Adriatic Sea, of high-value economical activities and densely populated areas. In the Adriatic Sea, sea-level changes are mainly driven by steric effects [Tsimpolis and Rixen 2002]. Since $\sim1960$, an important role of atmospheric forcing has been evidenced by Tsimpolis et al. [2012], who have also attributed a significant component of total sea-level change to land movements and to the coupling with the Mediterranean Sea through the Otranto strait. The influences of the ocean modes, as the NAO, on sea-level fluctuations in the Adriatic Sea have been first evidenced by Tsimpolis and Josey [2001] and later reassessed by Tsimpolis et al. [2013] and Landerer and Volkov [2013].

The problem of sea-level rise in the Adriatic Sea has been tackled in a number of studies, based on both tide gauges observation and oceanographic models. Since the tide gauges with longest records are located in the northern Adriatic (Venice and Trieste, Italy), most of the studies have focused on this area [see for example Ferla et al. 2007 and Masina and Lamberti 2013]. With the aim of assessing the vulnerability of coastal cities and infrastructures, several studies have investigated the frequency and magnitude of surges [see for example Pirazzoli and Tomasini 2002]. Sea-level measurements have been inter-
interpreted in terms of oceanographic and climatic processes using appropriate models [Tsimplis and Rixen 2002, Marcos and Tsimplis 2007, Tsimplis et al. 2012].

In this work, we consider all the tide gauge observations currently available for the Adriatic Sea since \(\sim\)1880. Stacking the individual time series, we analyze the long term sea-level trend, its acceleration, and their anomalies within different time windows. We apply the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method to the Adriatic sea-level curve obtained by stacking, and, for the first time in this region, we enlighten the existence of cyclic sea-level variations related with the NAO and the AMO modes. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the sea-level data, the Atlantic modes data and the EMD approach; the results are presented in Section 3 and in Section 4 our conclusions are drawn.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Sea-level data

Our analysis is based on Revised Local Reference (RLR) tide gauge monthly and annual data from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) [Holgate et al. 2012]. On August 2012, the RLR database was upgraded with the introduction of new data from 22 Italian tide gauges: among these, seven are facing the Adriatic Sea. Many of the newly introduced RLR Adriatic tide gauges have recorded more than 10 years of data, thus providing a significantly extended dataset that motivates our study. All the tide gauge data employed here have been obtained from the PSMSL web page (http://www.psmsl.org/), and extracted from database on September 25, 2013. Since here we are mainly interested to non-linear sea-level variations, no correction has been performed for the effects of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA). Following the approach of Spada and Galassi [2012], no other corrections have been performed. The absence of steep changes in the tide gauge time-series suggests a negligible effect for co-seismic deformations. Furthermore, since local subsidence is not expected to drive cyclic effects on sea-level, no corrections for subsidence have been applied even in cases, like Venice, where its role is recognized to be particularly important [Carbognin et al. 2004].

The locations of the 30 RLR tide gauges considered in this study are displayed in Figure 1a, which also shows the number of valid years of data from each station (a valid year is one for which \(\geq\)10 monthly averages are available). Figures 1b and 1c show annual data at each station for the western and the eastern sides of the basin, respectively. Information about the tide gauges are listed in Table 1. Record lengths range between 3
years (Porto Corsini and Porto Garibaldi, in northern Italy) and 138 years (Trieste), with this latter containing 116 valid annual records. The completeness of records varies between 33% (Ortona) to 100% for 14 stations out of 30. Altogether, the record of the RLR Adriatic tide gauges spans 141 years, starting in 1872 (Venezia Porto S. Stefano) and ending to present. Although following the PSMSL recommendation here we only analyse RLR tide gauge data, we note that for some northern Adriatic sites (e.g., Porto Corsini), the metric record is considerably more extended. This would probably merit efforts to update these records to the RLR standard.

To construct a sea-level curve representative of the whole time period covered by the Adriatic tide gauges and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we have stacked the individual monthly time series. Stacking techniques are commonly used in seismic data processing [see e.g. Gilbert and Dziewonski 1975] and have been also employed in global sea-level studies [Trupin and Wahr 1990, Jevrejeva et al. 2006, Olivieri and Spada 2013]. At local scale, by an averaging approach equivalent to stacking, Scarascia and Lionello [2013] have constructed a synthetic sea-level curve for the North Adriatic Sea starting from the longest tide gauge records available. Following Olivieri and Spada [2013], here the stack has been obtained by averaging, at each time step, the sea-level values available from the Adriatic tide gauges.

The curve resulting from the stack of Adriatic tide gauge monthly time series is shown in gray in Figure 2. Hereinafter, this curve will be referred to as the “AS curve”. A cursory analysis of the AS curve has been performed by a linear regression (black line), which provides a rate of sea-level rise $r_{AS} = (1.23 \pm 0.05)$ mm yr$^{-1}$ during the time period 1872-2012, where the uncertainty defines the 95% confidence level, according to statistics described by Spada and Galassi [2012]. However, even a cursory inspection reveals that the linear regression provides a poor description of the AS curve. Indeed, a 10-years moving average, shown by the red curve in Figure 2, suggests the existence of cyclic sea-level variations with a period of about $\sim 20$ years, which will be investigated further on. The values of the sea-level trend and acceleration obtained from tide gauge time series generally vary significantly according to the time span considered [e.g., Olivieri and Spada 2013]. To study this sensitivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station name</th>
<th>PSMSL Id</th>
<th>Period year–year</th>
<th>Nval years</th>
<th>c %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancona</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1967-1971</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancona II*</td>
<td>2098</td>
<td>2001-2011</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakar</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>1930-2011</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar*</td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>1965-1990</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bari</td>
<td>2075</td>
<td>2001-2011</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubrovnik</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>1956-2010</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gazenica</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>1983-1988</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koper</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>1962-1991</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luka</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>1992-2003</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manfredonia</td>
<td>1262</td>
<td>1969-1971</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortona</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>1961-1972</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortona II*</td>
<td>2097</td>
<td>2001-2011</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ploce</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>2006-2011</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porto Corsini</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1970-1972</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porto Garibaldi*</td>
<td>2144</td>
<td>2010-2012</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rovinj</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>1956-2011</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split G. Luka</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>1955-2011</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split RT Marjana</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>1953-2011</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucuraj</td>
<td>1706</td>
<td>1987-2004</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trieste</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>1875-2012</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trieste II*</td>
<td>2099</td>
<td>2001-2011</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ublj</td>
<td>1718</td>
<td>1987-1990</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezia P. Salute</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1909-2000</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezia P.S. Stefano</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1872-1919</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezia Arsenale</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1889-1913</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezia II*</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>2002-2011</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vieste*</td>
<td>2087</td>
<td>2001-2011</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vis-Ceska</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>1983-1990</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zadar</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>1995-2011</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zlarin</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>1983-1987</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Basic data of the Adriatic tide gauges considered in this study, listed in alphabetic order. Symbols Nval and c denote, for each time series, the number of valid yearly records and the completeness (%), respectively. Starred (*) tide gauges are those introduced into the RLR PSMSL dataset on August, 2012.
in the case of our AS, in Figure 3 we have performed a multi-scale dynamical analysis [MSDA, see Scafetta 2013] showing the average rate of sea-level change (3a) and the acceleration (3b), obtained for different time windows centered at a given epoch (bottom axis). Rates and accelerations are computed as first and second differences of the AS curve, respectively. The rate attains neatly positive values (yellow and orange hues) only for windows of width >60 years. Negative trends (cyan) are observed, in particular, for windows of a few decades (<30 years) after ~1980. For time windows exceeding 20 years, the acceleration (3b) shows values of the order of $10^{-1}$ mm yr$^{-2}$ with a relative uncertainty of ~50%, hence relatively small compared to the average global values [e.g., Olivieri and Spada 2013]. The time series that contain data from the last few years in Figure 1, are all characterized by a neat sea-level high-stand occurring after year 2000. To focus on this feature, in the left part of Figure 4 we show the monthly records available for decade 2003-2012. For the same time span, the annual values are shown on the right. The red thick curves at the bottom show the stacked monthly and annual data. Even from a cursory inspection, the time series show broadly similar features. We find linear correlations as large as 0.9, with average values in the range of ~0.7-0.9 for couples of overlapping tide gauge records longer than 50 years (95% confidence level). The correlation between the AS curve and records of Trieste and Venice is in the range ~0.8-0.9, at the same confidence level; while the correlation between the AS curve and the remaining tide gauge records varies in the average range ~0.6-0.8. Effects on sea-level from the difference in temperature and salinity between the eastern and the western Adriatic evidenced at seasonal time scale [e.g., Artegiani et al. 1997] are not visible at decadal periods.

From the monthly time series in Figure 4, two peculiar features appear, marked by the shaded rectangles. The first is a short-lived (~2 months) low-stand at the be-
beginning of 2008, a feature that is not discernible in the annual averages. The second is represented by a couple of sea-level high-stands during the winters of years 2010 and 2011. In the annual records, these two peaks merge into a single maximum. The existence of this latter anomaly was previously detected for the whole Mediterranean Sea by Tsimplis et al. [2013], on the basis of observations from altimetry and model predictions of the steric component of sea-level change. In particular, they noted that during period 2008-2011, the mean absolute sea-level was 2-3 cm above the average altimetric datum, and they also remarked a very strong steric signal in the winter of 2011. Landerer and Volkov [2013], using both altimetry measurements (AVISO products) and gravity observations from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), evidenced two sea-level anomalies in January 2010 and in December 2010, which reached an amplitude of 12 and 10 cm, respectively. The occurrence of significant positive and negative sea-level anomalies in the past few decades was also evidenced by Raicich (2003) for the northern Adriatic.

2.2. The Atlantic modes

To investigate possible connections between sea-level variations and the ocean-atmosphere oscillations in the Adriatic Sea, henceforth we consider the NAO and the AMO Atlantic modes. The NAO index represents the difference between the normalized sea-level pressure in Lisbon (Portugal) and Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik (Iceland) since 1864 [Hurrel 1995]. A positive NAO index signifies an increased pressure gradient and stronger westerlies over the middle latitudes [Grossmann and Klotzbach 2009]. The AMO is a mode of variability occurring in the North Atlantic Ocean, defined from the patterns of sea-surface temperature once the linear trend has been removed. A positive AMO phase corresponds to an almost uniform warming of the North Atlantic [Enfield et al. 2001]. The existence of periodicities in the Atlantic modes NAO and AMO is well known and it is based on mechanisms of positive and negative feedbacks and of delay [Suarez and Schopf 1988]. In this framework, Grossmann and Klotzbach (2009) have recognized that the variability of convection due to salinity and temperature changes takes place in the seas facing Greenland, Iceland, and Norway, in the Labrador Sea and, to a lesser extent, in Mediterranean Sea.

The influence of the NAO on the Mediterranean sea-level has been the subject of various investigations. Jordà and Gomis [2013] have related the negative temperature trend in the Mediterranean Sea (in contrast with the global mean temperature) to the highly positive NAO phase dominating the 1960s to 1990s decades. Tsimplis and Josey [2001] have analyzed the link between the sea-level variability in Mediterranean and the NAO concluding that the strengthening of the latter from the 1960s to the 1990s explains a significant part of the reduction in Mediterranean sea-level over this period. Tsimplis et al. [2013] have analyzed the effect of the NAO on sea-level in Mediterranean Sea during 1993-2011, outlining the mechanism through which this oscillation influences the sea-level variability. Calafat et al. [2012] have provided evidence of an anti-correlation between NAO and sea-level at Mediterranean tide gauges, particularly at decadal time scale. A link between the oscillation of sea-level record detected by the tide gauge of Venezia and the AMO was noticed by Scafetta [2013]. The simultaneous effects of NAO and AMO on the sea-level variability in the Mediterranean Sea has been previously investigated by Raicich [2012]. He has found a correspondence between the negative sea-level anomaly in the early 1970s with a negative AMO and a positive NAO and a simultaneous shift in the positive sea-level anomaly in the mid 1990s with a positive AMO and a negative NAO.

Here, we use the station-based NAO indices produced by the NCAR Climate Analysis Section1 (https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/hurrell-north-atlantic-oscillation-nao-index-station-based), based on
The annual time-series for the NAO and the AMO are shown in Figure 5a by red and blue colors, respectively, while Figure 5b shows the same time-series after the application of a 10-years moving average. The Adriatic sea-level stack is displayed at the bottom of each frame. The AMO and NAO indices are tightly interrelated, especially during recent decades, and characterized by a complex and non-stationary relationship [Walter and Graf 2002]. Grossmann and Klotzbach [2009] have shown that long-term positive (or negative) phases of the NAO correspond to negative (or positive) phases of the AMO, generally with a lag of several years.

2.3. The EEMD method

To establish the nature of the sea-level anomalies displayed in Figure 4 and to study the cyclic components suggested by the moving average in Figure 2, we have adopted the EMD method [Huang et al. 1998]. Non-linear and non-stationary time series are decomposed into a sequence of N empirical orthogonal Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) describing cyclic variations, not necessarily characterized by constant amplitudes and phases. Contrary to a simple regression, the EMD is not requiring a-priori assumptions about the functional expression of the regression model [Huang et al. 1998]. By the EMD, it is possible to isolate terms with dominating periodicities from the tide gauge record and obtain a residual, which reveals the long-term “natural trend” of the signal.

The EMD method has been previously used in sea-level studies by Ezer and Corlett [2012] and Ezer et al. [2013] to correlate variations in the Gulf Stream with variations in coastal sea level. Here we use an improved version of the EEMD method (the “ensemble EMD”, see Wu and Huang [2009]), namely the Complete Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition with Adaptive Noise (CEEMDAN), described by Torres et al. [2011] and implemented in MATLAB. The EEMD method has been used by Breaker and Ruzmaikin [2011] to study

Figure 5. Comparison between NAO (red line), AMO (blue) and sea–level stack for the Adriatic tide gauges (AS, black). Frame (a) shows annual data for the three time series; while (b) shows their 10-years moving average. The 2010–2011 anomaly is marked by a shaded rectangle in (a).
the San Francisco tide gauge time series and recently by Spada et al. [2014] to analyze the Nuuk/Godthab (Southwest Greenland) tide gauge record. As far as we know, the EEMD has never been exploited to analyze sea-level time series from Mediterranean tide gauges.

The EEMD requires the definition of two parameters. The first (Nsdt), is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation of IMF1 to the standard deviation of the original time series, and it determines the noise level. The second (NE), defines the number of realizations required to construct the IMFs. Proper values have been chosen by trial and error; here we use Nst d=0.44 and NE=300. To avoid the “end effect” problem, a mirroring technique has been employed [Barnhart 2011]. To assess the uncertainty on the residual time series, we have computed the mean variance of each IMFk obtained from the NE realizations, $\sigma_{\text{res}}^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \hat{\sigma}_{\text{IMFk}}^2$, where $N$ is the number of modes.

3. Results

Figure 6a shows the EEMD residual (red curve) for the AS curve (grey, reproduced from Figure 2), during time period 1872-2012. The linear regression on the residual gives a trend of $(1.25\pm0.04)$ mm yr$^{-1}$, essentially coincident with the trend of the AS curve $r_{AS}=(1.23\pm0.05)$ mm yr$^{-1}$ (black line). This value well matches the trend of the longest tide gauge record of Trieste $(1.25\pm0.06$ mm yr$^{-1}$) and it is in agreement with the sea-level rise in the Mediterranean Sea estimated for the 20th century by Tsimplis and Baker [2000], namely 1.1–1.3 mm yr$^{-1}$. Performing the EEMD analysis on a stack obtained without including the record of Trieste would essentially provide a residual with the same trend, confirming that the AS curve is representative of the whole Adriatic Sea.

The time variations of the sea-level trend and acceleration in the Adriatic Sea, shown in Figs. 6b and 6c, are obtained evaluating the first and second differences of the EMD residual, respectively. Starting from $\sim$1900, the rate of sea-level change has remained almost stable until $\sim$1950, with values in the range of 1.5-2 mm yr$^{-1}$, comparable with the global secular rate of sea-level change [Spada and Galassi 2012]. In the ensuing four decades, it has declined significantly to reach values $<0.5$ mm yr$^{-1}$ after $\sim$1990 and even slightly negative values during the last decade. The average value of the rate of sea-level change for the whole period is $(1.02\pm0.63)$ mm yr$^{-1}$. The sea-level acceleration (Figure 6c) has shown a strong variability during the time span considered, with a number of oscillations and no apparent trend. However, the acceleration of the residue has never exceeded the value of 0.01 mm yr$^{-2}$, somewhat less than the values obtained in the MSDA analysis in Figure 3b, which was based on the full and comparatively more noisy AS curve. The average acceleration is negative and its amplitude is negligible compared to the global average sea-level acceleration during the same time span [see values in Table 1 of Olivieri and Spada 2013].

The presence of cyclic sea-level variations in the Adriatic, qualitatively suggested by the stack of Figure 2, cannot be evidenced studying the EEMD residual. With this purpose, in Figure 7, we show the whole set of 10 IMFs obtained from the EEMD decomposition of the AS curve. The existence of a significant cyclic pattern in the IMFs is visually evident, with a period increasing with k. The dominating period of each IMFs, obtained by standard Fourier transform methods, is shown in Figure 8a. A clear semi-annual periodicity is shown by both IMF2 and IMF3, while IMF4 is essentially an annual term. The periods of the remaining IMFs are regularly increasing with k, approximately following a power law. The longest period ($\sim$70 years) is that obtained for IMF10. Figure 8b shows the values of the Fourier power spectra for the various IMFs, computed at the dominating periods shown in Figure 8a. The power is normalized by the
value obtained for IMF2. The power attains the largest values for the semi-annual (IMF3) and the annual (IMF4) terms; for the remaining IMFs, it oscillates at relatively low levels. The power spectrum clearly shows that for periods in the range between ∼5 and ∼40 years the dominating oscillations are those described by IMF6 (4.8 years) and IMF8 (20.4 years). This latter periodicity (∼20 years) was also qualitatively suggested by inspection of the 10-years moving average in Figure 2. The power of the oscillation with the longest period (IMF10, 70.5 years) exceeds that of all the other IMFs with \(k>4\). This is a manifestation of the “red spectrum” problem in tide gauge observations illustrated by e.g. Sturges and Hong [2001], which substantially hinders the detection of a genuine sea-level trend from records shorter than ∼60 years [Douglas 1997]. To establish the nature of the cyclic sea-level variations suggested by the EEMD analysis, we study the correlations between the NAO and AMO indices and the sea-level signals observed.
across the Adriatic Sea. The existence of an anti-correlation between AMO and NAO was already qualitatively clear from Figure 5a and it is even more evident from inspection of the smoothed curves in Figure 5b (relevant work supporting this anti-correlation has been quoted previously in Section 2.2). Similarly, a correlation between the AS curve and AMO and an anti-correlation between AS and NAO, is qualitatively suggested by the same figure. The correlation and anti-correlation phases are separated by periods of variable length, which are often close to ~20 years.

In Figure 9, the sample cross-correlations between the two Atlantic modes and the AS curve have been quantitatively evaluated using the method outlined by Box et al. [2008]. The three top frames refer to the time period 1880-2012, while the time window 2009-2012 is considered in the bottom; the correlations are shown at different time lags expressed in

---

**Figure 8.** Fourier power spectrum analysis for the IMFk components of the AS curve. (a) Dominating period (in years); (b) Maximum power, normalized by the IMF2 maximum power.

**Figure 9.** Sample cross correlation between AS, AMO and NAO (the 95% confidence intervals are denoted by red horizontal lines). Frames a), b) and c): whole period (1880-present) with annual data; d), e) and f): from 2009 with monthly data.
years and months, respectively. The results show that an anti-correlation at lag 0 effectively exists between AS and NAO and between NAO and AMO for both the time windows considered (95% confidence level). This confirms our guess above based on Figure 5. A clear correlation pattern between AS and AMO is not evident for period 1880-2012 (Figure 9b), but during 2009-2012 we observe a significantly large correlation at lag $\sim 0$ (9e).

The EEMD analysis of the NAO and AMO indices, shown in Figure 10 and in Table 2, indicate that for the NAO the power is mostly concentrated in the IMF7 at a period $p=7.8$ years. At a comparable period ($p=\sim 9.2$ years), the AMO shows a peak in the power spectrum (IMF7). However, for the AMO, the maximum power is found at a multi-decadal time scale (IMF10, $p=\sim 79$ years).

The values of the periods found for the IMF7’s of AMO and NAO suggest that opposite phases are met every $\sim 21$ years. We have further analyzed the relationship between these cyclic components, by a coherence test [Kay 1988], with a time window of 30 years, which has revealed a significant coherence (95% confidence) at a period of $\sim 22$ years, with a phase lag of 180°. Applying a coherence test to the AS curve and the AMO, a significant coherence is found at a period of 21.7 years, with a phase close to 0°. These results suggest that the $\sim 20$ years cycle shown by the IMF8 for the AS curve (see Figure 7) can be associated to the $\sim 21$ years cycle resulting from the combination of AMO and NAO.

The amplitude of the oscillations of the three signals considered here (AMO, NAO and AS) varies with time (see Figures 7 and 10), and the opposition or synergy of phases does not occur regularly. As evidenced in Figure 9, in 2009-2012 opposite phases for AMO-NAO and AS-NAO occurred simultaneously also accompanied by a synergic phase for AS-AMO; the 2010-2011 anomaly occurred exactly during this lapse of time and, furthermore, it fell inside the AMO warm phase. Alternate warm and cold phases for AMO have a long periodicity, of the order of that evidenced by the EEMD analysis (IMF10 $\sim 78$ years), well in excess of the $\sim 20$ years cycles shown by the AS curve. In North America and Europe, the warm AMO phase has been related to a decrease in sea-level pressure (SLP) and in sea surface temperature (SST) [see, i.e., Knight et al. 2006]. In the same regions, Sutton and Hodson [2005] have evidenced a role of AMO in modulating the summer boreal climate and the frequency of extreme events. A direct relationship between the AMO and the Mediterranean sea-level variations has not been pointed out yet. Nevertheless, the relationship between SST and SLP in the Atlantic Ocean and sea-level across the whole Mediterranean Sea is well documented [see, in particular Tsimplis and Josey 2001].

4. Conclusions

We have analyzed data from tide gauges in the Adriatic Sea for the time period between 1872 and 2012, using both traditional methods (linear regression, MSDA, first and second differences) and the EEMD. The time series show a high coherency and display anomalous low and high-stands during the last decade. Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows.

i) Linear regression on the Adriatic sea-level stack and on its EEMD residual indicates a secular sea-level trend of $(1.23 \pm 0.05)$ and $(1.25 \pm 0.04)$ mm yr$^{-1}$, respectively, in agreement with the mean secular trend observed for the whole Mediterranean Sea. The sea-level acceleration, analyzed performing a MSDA on the AS
curve and evaluating the second differences on the EEMD residual, shows relatively small values compared to the average global values.

ii) The EEMD analysis clearly reveals the annual and the semiannual periodicities in the AS curve, and shows a powerful oscillation with a period of ~20 years. The analysis on NAO, AMO and AS signals has shown that a negative phase of sea-level corresponds to a negative phase of the AMO and to a positive phase of NAO. The EEMD analysis suggests that the periodic occurrence of opposite phases in the AMO and NAO indices (with a period of ~20 years), correspond to the ~20 years cycle identified for the sea-level trend in the Adriatic Sea. The coincidence of AMO-NAO phase opposition and warm AMO phase could explain the anomalous sea-level high-stand detected during 2010-2011 and possibly help to forecast future anomalous sea-level fluctuations within the Adriatic Sea.
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